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Introduction
Whereas large cultural heritage institutions have made significant headway 
in providing digital preservation for archival assets—such as by setting-up 
geographically dispersed digital repositories—medium and small institutions 
have struggled to meet minimum digital preservation standards.  Many 
small cultural heritage institutions don’t have enterprise storage systems and 
instead rely on consumer hard drives available for purchase at retailers, or 
rely on free storage from sites such as the Internet Archive.  The discrepancy 
between digital preservation standards and the ability for small and medium-
sized cultural heritage institutions to meet those standards has prompted 
researchers to investigate how this chasm can be closed.  This is best 
highlighted by the U.S. IMLS-funded POWRR project (Preserving [Digital] 
Objects with Restricted Resources), which is studying strategies for medium 
and small institutions to provide long-term preservation to digital assets.

In a similar concern, this project is motivated by the question: 

How can very low resourced cultural heritage institutions provide long-term 
preservation for their digital archival assets?  

This project will explore one option for enhancing the digital preservation 
capacity for low-resourced environments.  FixityBerry is a project which 
connects consumer-grade USB hard disks to the $35 Raspberry Pi computer, 
which checks file fixity weekly, emails the archivist a report, and powers down 
when checking is complete.  This poster will report out on an eight-month pilot 
of using FixityBerry to monitor the digital assets from several small cultural 
heritage institutions, including the Lesbian Herstory Archives in Brooklyn, NY, 
the Archives of the Center for Puerto Rican Studies, Hunter College, City 
University of New York, among others.

FixityBerry powers up weekly, scans the hard drives for fixity, and emails a 
report on the fixity of files contained on the USB hard drives (illustrated 
below).  If a file is found to be corrupt, it can be restored from backup 
before the last known intact backup is overwritten.  In the case of this 
pilot, the unit is 
powered-on for 
36 hours a week, 
which is sufficient 
time to perform the 
scan.  The rest of 
the week the unit 
remains dormant.

System Design
Procure and connect these components:

$35 Raspberry Pi computer

$10 8GB SD Card for holding Raspbian operating 
system

$10, Stanley Digital Power Socket timer to conserve 
power (optional)

Free if reuse existing, or $10-$200, for 1 or more 
USB hard drives

Free if reuse existing, or $11, for power strip 

Free, download FixityBerry scripts from GitHub
 github.com/acocciolo/fixityberry 

FixityBerry was run over the course of eights months (July 2014 to March 
2015) on collections held by the researcher for the following small archival 
collections.  As of March 1, 2015, the unit has performed as designed: weekly 
emails were sent from the unit resulting in 32 scans, and no checksum errors 
were found during that time.  There were two instances where file not found 
errors were thrown, but the reason for this is the cables became loose on 
one of the hard drives, leading to it not being mounted and checked by 
FixityBerry.  This is easily corrected by adjusting the cables and restarting 
the scan process.  Placing the apparatus away from active work areas can 
eliminate this problem.   

Evaluation

Archive Holdings # of 
Files

Total GB

Lesbian Herstory Archives, Brooklyn, NY digitized 
oral histories 
(audio and 
video)

7,362 
files

1,228.8 GB

Archives of the Center for Puerto Rican 
Studies (Hunter College/CUNY)

digitized 
oral histories 
(audio)

6,488 
files

136 GB

Interviews with dancers by dance critic 
Barbara Newman (personal collection)

digitized 
interviews 
(audio)

16,271 
files

351 GB

Backup of German Traces NYC website 
(digital history project from Pratt 
Institute)

Backup of 
video, audio, 
and website 
files

4,288
files

80 GB

Total: 34,409
files

1,795.8 GB  
(1.8 TB)

Collections Monitored

In conclusion, FixityBerry provides an environmentally sustainable, low-
cost method to monitor digital files for long-term preservation.  This was 
evaluated by connecting 1.8 TB of digital assets from small cultural heritage 
institutions to FixityBerry, which are scanned weekly for fixity.  The eight-
month evaluation indicates that the setup achieves its goals by allowing for 
a low cost method for monitoring file fixity and keeping hard drives from 
prolonged non-use that can lead to stiction.  Individuals and institutions 
interested in reproducing their own FixityBerry setup can learn how from the 
project’s website on GitHub: github.com/acocciolo/fixityberry.
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Conclusion

Literature Review (excerpted)
Very low-resource environments can include a wide-variety of cultural 
heritage institutions, such as local or municipal historical societies, ethnic 
archives, LGBT archives, among others.  In these contexts, if digital material 
is included in a donation, such as on a USB hard disk, the original media will 
often be placed in acid-free boxes or on a shelf and the media not imaged 
or incorporated in a storage system, as is the best practice in handling 
removable media (Barrera-Gomez & Erway, 2013). Best practice further 
dictates that file fixity is monitored regularly, such as performing a checksum 
and verifying it against original accession records, which is difficult to do 
when media are dispersed across boxes (CRL/OCLC, 2007).  Hard drives 
laying dormant in boxes can pose additional problems.  For example, Hughes 
and Murray (2005) note that prolonged un-operating hard disks can suffer 
from stiction, which is where the disk head cannot move to the appropriate 
position on the disk during a read operation because of lubrication failure.  
Further, old disks can suffer from corrosion (Hughes & Murray, 2004).  
Thus, low-resourced cultural heritage institutions can struggle to meet basic 
standards for digital preservation. 
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